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• S&P
- Do you have a formal committee to 

manage your emerging risks?
- Top 5 emerging risks?
- Have you quantified losses for each of 

those emerging risks?
- Examples of emerging risks you have 

successfully addressed?
- To sources for tracking emerging risks?

• A.M. Best
- Part of ERM strategy
- How is insurer:

• Tracking emerging issues?

• Managing emerging issues?

• Who has responsibility?

• Fitch
- Reserves for “other latent issues” are 

deficient by up to $5B 
- While its estimate “is unscientific, it's 

based on the belief that the industry 
does not fare well in its ability to 
predict new major latent loss exposures
—making it likely that prior 
underwriting years will develop 
unfavorably.”

Emerging Issues

Rating Agency Interest
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• S&P’s assessment of ERM examines whether insurers execute risk management practices in a 
systematic, consistent and strategic manner across the enterprise that effectively limits 
future losses within the insurers’ optimal risk/reward framework.

• All else being equal, in insurer with a stronger ERM score is less likely to experience losses 
outside its predetermined risk tolerances under our criteria.

Managing the Changing Landscape

S&P’s ERM Framework
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Source: Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services

Strategic Risk Management

Risk Management Culture

Risk Controls

Emerging Risks 
Management

Risk and Economic 
Capital Models
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Emerging Issues
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Cyber Attacks

Nanotechnology

Concussions

3D Printing

Self-Driving Vehicles and 
Assisted Driving Innovations

Internet Communications–
Personal Injury Claims

Hydraulic Fracturing

Drone Use

Food-borne Illness

BPA

Food Flavorings and 
Coloring Litigation

Internet of Things

GMO’s

The Share Economy

Hazardous Imported Products

E-Cigarettes

Building Innovations 

C8 / PFOA

Endocrine Disrupters

Counterfeit/Imported Medicines

Legal Highs

Epigenetics

Judicial Reformation of 
Policy Defenses

Climate Change
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• Makers taking three approaches

1. Incremental approach
Favored by traditional auto manufacturers

2. Ground up to fully autonomous
Favored by non-standard manufacturers – Google, Apple

3. Secondary market accessories
Turn newer models into driverless vehicles currently very limited to Audi’s 
and soon VW models

The Future of Auto

Driverless Vehicles
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The Future of Auto

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 7

States Gearing Up for Driverless Cars

California Nevada Michigan

United Kingdom

Florida

Washington, D.C.VirginiaTexas
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• Mercedes, BMW and Volvo already have models that allow some hands off or 
self-driving

• Ford and Nissan have self-driving prototypes
• May 2014: Volvo begins testing 100 driverless cars on public roads in Sweden
• Google Driverless Car

- April 2014: announced driverless car is mastering more complex city driving
- August 2015: driven 2 million miles – 16 minor accidents – caused by other human drivers

• Tesla Motors
- Upgrading Model S and Model X enabling autonomous driving on highways – Summer 2015
- Upgrade will occur over the web

• Uber partnering with University of Arizona to make driverless cars

The Future of Auto

Driverless Vehicles
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• To Market:
- Still likely 2–15 years away
- Google, Alibaba, Baidu and Renault-Nissan shooting for 2020
- Ford and Toyota CEOs – driverless car will be in the market in 5 years
- Mercedes – driverless cars on the market in 10 years
- 10/15 – GM announces it will be a leading maker of driverless cars

• Roadblocks
- Technological
- Regulatory
- Liability ? 

The Future of Auto

Driverless Vehicles
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• NHTSA: in 2011
- 3,331 fatalities due to distracted driving
- 387,000 injuries due to distracted driving

• Eno Center for Transportation 
- If 90% of vehicles were autonomous:

• 4.2 million accidents would be avoided

• 21,700 lives saved

- If 10% of vehicles were autonomous:
• 211,000 fewer accidents

• 1,100 lives saved

• KPMG
- Driverless cars could reduce frequency from 1 in 280,000 miles driven now 

to 1 in 1.6 million miles by 2040

The Future of Auto

Driverless Cars Predicted to Reduce Frequency and Severity
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• University of Michigan’s Transportation Research Institute

- Driverless cars with an unoccupied “return home” feature could reduce vehicle 
ownership by 43%

• Google – driverless cars can reduce the number of cars by 90%

• Barclays Plc – driverless cars could reduce vehicle ownership by 40% by 2025

• University of Texas – combine Uber with driverless cards and 90% of vehicles 
unnecessary

• KPMG – predicts a reduction in vehicle ownership could be as high as 99%

The Future of Auto

Driverless Cars Predicted to Reduce Vehicle Ownership

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 11
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• KPMG – autonomous vehicles may bring about the most significant 
change to the automobile insurance industry since its inception

• KPMG – driverless cars will cut auto premium by 50% by 2020 and will 
eliminate 90% of collisions

• Celent – driverless cars could reduce auto premium by between 30%–60% 
in 5–10 years

• Google, Mercedes-Benz and Volvo assume liability for accidents caused by 
their driverless cars

• NHTSA – encouraging auto makers to assume liability for accidents caused 
by their driverless cars

The Future of Auto

Driverless Vehicles—Reducing Industry Auto Premium

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 12
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BUT INSURERS DON’T HAVE TO WAIT FOR DRIVERLESS CARS…

• Lux Research
- Within six years

• 57% of cars on the road will have assisted driving innovations

• 8% of cars will be as autonomous as today’s Google car

• BI Intelligence
- 10 million semi-autonomous and self-driving cards on the road within 5 years

The Future of Auto

Driverless Vehicles
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• Already Making a Difference
- Second Generation Innovations Include:

• Blind spot assist using radar embedded in the rear bumper to spot a car coming along side that 
cannot be seen in the side view mirror

• Keys that limit both the car’s speed and keep audio systems on mute until seat belts are fastened

• Lane assist to keep the vehicle from drifting out of its lane

• Automatic braking to avoid front-end, or in some cases rear-end collisions

• Automatic speed adjustment for use in cities to smooth stop and go traffic

• Radar sensors that scan traffic several cars ahead for stopped or slowing traffic

• Drowsiness alerts – alert if the vehicle’s sensors detect the driver is becoming drowsy  

• Vehicle manufacturers are also developing smart headlights that can automatically adjust their 
brightness or direction depending on conditions

The Future of Auto

Assisted Driving Innovations

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 15
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• Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) Communication
- Feds give green light to auto makers to install V2V communications
- Feds considering making V2V mandatory for new cars and light trucks beginning 

with 2017 or 2018 models
- V2V effective to about 300 yards
- NHTSA: V2V might avoid or reduce the severity of 80% of crashes that occur when the 

driver is not impaired
- Current V2V simply warns drivers – future systems could take over breaking and/or 

steering if it sensed an imminent collision
- NHTSA: Safety benefits can be seen with as few as 7%–10% of vehicles equipped with V2V
- V2V: 3,000 vehicles equipped with V2V have been driving around Ann Arbor, 

MI for over 1 ½ years as part of a pilot program

The Future of Auto

Assisted Driving Innovations

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 16
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• Boston Consulting Group—assisted driving 
innovations would:
- Save 10,000 U.S. lives annually

- Save $251 billion

- Prevent more than 28% of all crashes

• Forward Collision Avoidance Systems
- Equipped Mercedes and Acura’s have seen 

reductions of:
• 15%–16% in third-party injury claims  
• 14% in property damage claims

- Equipped Volvo XC60s have seen a 33% 
reduction in injury claims

- Volkswagen Golf VI—reduced personal 
injury claims by 45%

The Future of Auto

Assisted Driving Innovations
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• Study by Ron Actuarial Intelligence 
- Collision avoidance systems can decrease 

accident frequency by 44%

• Insurance Institute for Highway Safety—
May 2014
- Ranked “superior”: BMW 5 Series, BMW X5, 

Mercedes Benz E Class, Buick Regal, Cadillac CTS, 
Cadillac XTS, 2015 Hyundai Genesis and 
Chevrolet Impala

- 40% of 2014 models offer forward collision 
warning

- 20% offer automatic breaking

• NTSB—collision avoidance systems could 
reduce 80% of deaths caused by rear end 
collisions
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• Adaptive Cruise Control
- Keeps vehicle a specified distance from the vehicle directly in front 
- Good in areas with traffic congestion

• Front Lighting Innovations
- Mazda’s equipped with its adaptive front lighting have seen a 10% reduction in the 

frequency of property claims 
- Similar systems have also reduced the frequency of property claims 

• 9% in certain Volvo models

• 5% in certain Mercedes models

• 5% in Acura models

The Future of Auto

Assisted Driving Innovations
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AMONG THE NEWEST INNOVATIONS

• This year BMW will show a fully automated valet parking technology where the 
driver gets out of his car and issues a command through his smartwatch: “Go park 
yourself.” The then finds an open space in a parking garage and parks itself until 
beckoned by the driver to return.

• Hyundai also is showing off wearables, with a smartwatch that can start or unlock 
a Genesis luxury sedan with the tap of the finger.

• Viper unveils new app which can lock, unlock and even start your car using your 
smartwatch 

• Of course: all these innovations render vehicles more vulnerable to hackers

The Future of Auto

Assisted Driving Innovations

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 19
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ALSO BEING ADDED TO COMMERCIAL VEHICLES

• Electronic control modules or speed limiters
- DOT about to mandate use for trucks weighting over 26,000 lbs.
- Considering top speed of 68 mph
- Would prevent 1,115 fatal crashes
- NHRSA – new regulations mandate truck and busses to get electronic stability control –

prevent 1,400–1,800 accidents, 650 injuries and 50 deaths

• UPS mandated all new tractors purchased beginning in 2015:
- Have lane departure warnings
- Electronic stability control
- Antilock air disc brakes
- Adaptive cruise control

The Future of Auto

Assisted Driving Innovations

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 20
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ALSO BEING ADDED TO COMMERCIAL VEHICLES

• Federal Express
- Purchasing 2,600 tractors with front crash avoidance systems in 2015

• Freightliner – 46% of Cascadias sold this year have anti-collision system – up from 
24% in 2014

• Oakley Transport Inc. FL
- 500 trucks – 250 with collision avoidance systems

250 without
- 2014 – 8 accidents for truck without collision avoidance systems
- 1 accident for trucks with collision avoidance systems

• EU already requires new trucks to have front crash avoidance systems

The Future of Auto

Assisted Driving Innovations—Front Crash Avoidance Systems

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 21
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COMMERCIAL VEHICLES
• Mercedes – driverless tractor-trailer

- Already two driving on highways 
in Nevada

• Volvo – driverless convoy technology for trucks and tractor-trailers
- Already driving on European highways

- Driverless crash trucks – 2 to being operating on FL highways in 2015

• 10/15 – China allows driverless bus to take to the streets
• 10/15 – Greece allows driverless mini-buses on the streets

The Future of Auto

Driverless Vehicles

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 22
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• Some believe that rates of vehicle ownership are dropping
- Past peak car ownership
- City Life
- American Public Transportation Association. Ridership on public transportation at its 

highest level since 1956 with 10.7 billion trips in 2013.

• Improving Older Drivers
- IIHS “Today’s drivers aged 70 and older are less likely to be involved in crashes than 

previous generations and are less likely to be killed or seriously injured if they do 
crash…because vehicles are getting safer and seniors are generally healthier.”

• Delayed Teen Driving
- AAA Foundation for Traffic Safety – only 44% of teens obtain a license within 

12 months of the minimum age for licensing. Just over half are licensed before their 
18th birthday.

- Graduated licensing
- Poor economy

The Future of Auto

Other Issues Impacting Auto
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• Transportation Network Companies
- Uber
- Lyft
- Sidecar
- Shuddle
- Boost
- Fasten

• Ridesharing – Basically individuals using their personal vehicles as a taxi

• Users can summon a car via a mobile “app”

• Transportation Network Companies
- Active in many of U.S. cities
- In 2014, Uber expanded from 66 to 266 cities
- In 2014, Lyft expanded to 60 cities

The Share Economy

Ride Sharing

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 24
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• Car Share services expanding  
- Cities
- College campuses

• Car Share 
- Zipcar

• No vehicle ownership

• Pay by the hour or day – gas and insurance included

• Membership starts as low as $6.00 per month

• Big Rental Companies have entered the car share segment
- Enterprise car share
- Hertz On Demand

• 10/15 – GM announces entry into car share business

The Future of Auto

Other Issues Impacting Auto
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• North America and Europe

The Future of Auto

Car Sharing Members and Projected Growth

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 26
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• Assisted driving innovations will impact frequency and severity rates
- More so as older cars are replaced and as new/improved innovations come on line

• Not only for auto and personal umbrella but also for commercial umbrella
• Despite these innovations there will always be accidents 
• Implications

- Specter of falling auto premiums
- Auto vs. Product Liability 

The Future of Auto

Other Issues Impacting Auto

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 27
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The Future of Auto — Flying Car
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• 2000: The Good Old Days
- Is data damage physical damage to property?

• 2010 / Present: The Good Old Days Never Looked So Good
- Today Malware can destroy or damage equipment, facilities and third-party properties

• 2011–2012
- More malware was released than in all prior years combined—FPRI.org

Cyber Attacks

Computer Malware

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 30
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Cyber Attacks

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 31

We’ve been warned… 
“The collective result of these kinds of attacks could 
be a cyber Pearl Harbor; an attack that would cause 
physical destruction and the loss of life. In fact, it 
would paralyze and shock the nation and create a 
new, profound sense of vulnerability.” 

– Defense Sec. Leon Panetta, October 12, 2012
Source: cfr.org
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Cyber Attacks

• What the heck is “Stuxnet”

• Computer worm originally 
launched in Summer 2009

• Launched for 
geopolitical purposes

• Already at least 3 versions
– maybe 7 – are out there

Stuxnet

Computer Malware—that can cause actual physical damage

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 32
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Cyber Attacks

• Reportedly:
- Iranian officials confirmed at least 

30,000 PCs were infected
- Stuxnet destroyed or damaged 

over 6,000 of Iran’s 10,000 
centrifuges 

Stuxnet

Computer Malware—that can cause actual physical damage

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 33
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Cyber Attacks

• Unwittingly spread beyond Iran to tens of thousands 
of computers in 155 countries including:
- Azerbaijan
- China
- India
- Indonesia
- Singapore
- Germany
- U.S.

Stuxnet

Computer Malware—that can cause actual physical damage
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Cyber Attacks

• Department of Homeland Security –
Chief of Cybersecurity
- Stuxnet is “a game changer.”

• Independent computer security expert who among 
the first to decode Stuxnet
- “Anyone who looks at it carefully can build 

something like it.”

Stuxnet

Computer Malware—that can cause actual physical damage

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar
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Cyber Attacks

• March 2011
- Hacktavist organization “Anonymous” has thousands, or 

tens of thousands, of members
- Announces they have a version of Stuxnet

• Other Countries

Stuxnet

Computer Malware—that can cause actual physical damage

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar

Now reportedly downloadable off the internet
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Cyber Attacks

• Shodan software
- Developed by university student
- Has already gathered data on 100 million industrial computer 

controllers
- Devices controlling water treatment systems, power plants, 

particle accelerators and other industrial control systems are 
vulnerable to Shodan

• Overseas hacker has already used Shodan to gain control 
over a Texas water supply system

• Shodan used to breach an industrial control system at a 
NJ air conditioning company

• Shodan malware “freely available” on the internet

After Stuxnet

Computer Malware and software that can cause actual physical damage

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar
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Cyber Attacks

• Shamoon
discovered 8/12
- Shamoon malware launched against Saudi Oil Co. Aramco. 

Deleted data and then destroyed the hard drives on over 
30,000 computers and others at RasGas in Qatar

- Current thinking is that Iran launched Shamoon against 
Aramco

Computer Malware

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar

After Stuxnet
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Cyber Attacks

• Field Programmable Fate Array Chips
- “Hacker ready” computer chips
- Back door opening could allow malicious actor to access and 

change info on ship
- FPGA chips used in: industrial control systems, 

communications and networking systems, financial markets 
and flight controls

• Gauss

• May be able to cause actual physical damage

• Hit computers in Israel, Lebanon and Palestinian 
territories

Computer Malware and software that can cause actual physical damage

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar

After Stuxnet
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• Vulnerable Facilities:
- Power plants
- Chemical plants
- Dams
- Water treatment 

facilities
- Plants with automated 

production lines
- Other risks with computer operated machines 

or equipment (e.g., lathes, saws and turbines)
- Hospitals

Cyber Attacks

Computer Malware and software that can cause actual physical damage

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar
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• Researchers at Infracritical – a private company – identifies 492,800 industrial 
control devices at US facilities as vulnerable to cyber attacks

• 2013—Dept. Homeland Security identifies 7,200 “key” U.S. facilities vulnerable to 
cyber attack

• Unclear as to whether DHS simply did not consider the remaining 485,600 
industrial controllers at facilities to be “key”

Cyber Attacks

Computer Malware—Stuxnet and Progeny

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar
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Cyber Attacks

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 42

Wherever computers or computer 
controllers are used security 

is a constant game of one upmanship
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• 2010
- 41 attacks against U.S. targets intended to cause physical damage reported to DHS

• 2011
- 198 attacks

• 2012
- 198 attacks

• 2013
- 256 attacks

• 2014
- 245 attacks

Cyber Attacks

Computer Malware, Malicious Software and Hacking

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 43

DEPARTMENT HOMELAND SECURITY

938 Reported in 5-years
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• 2011 attacks
- 81 against water supply systems
- 31 against energy companies
- 10 against nuclear facilities
- 9 against chemical manufacturers
- Other attacks against dams and 

transportation systems

• 2012 attacks
- 82 against energy companies
- 29 against water supply systems
- 19 against commercial manufacturing 

companies
- 6 against transportation systems
- 4 against hospitals
- Other attacks against food companies, 

agricultural farms, nuclear facilities

Cyber Attacks 

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 44

Source: ICS-CERT Monitors

Computer Malware, Malicious Software and Hacking

DEPARTMENT HOMELAND SECURITY
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• 2013 attacks
- 151 against energy companies
- 50 against critical manufacturers
- 13 against water suppliers
- 12 against nuclear facilities
- 6 against government facilities
- 4 against information tech companies
- 4communications companies
- 3 against healthcare institutions
- Other attacks against dams, emergency 

services, commercial facilities, defense 
facilities

• 2014 attacks
- 79 against energy companies
- 65 against critical manufacturers
- 15 against healthcare institutions
- 14 against water suppliers
- 14 against communication companies
- 13 against government facilities
- 12 against transportation systems
- 7 against commercial facilities
- 6 against nuclear facilities
- 5 against information tech companies
- 4 against chemical manufacturers
- 3 against financial institutions
- 1 food and ag companies

Cyber Attacks 
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Source: ICS-CERT Monitors

Computer Malware, Malicious Software and Hacking (continued)

DEPARTMENT HOMELAND SECURITY
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• Reported 7/14:
- 599 critical infrastructure companies
- 70% have been breached during past 12 months
- 39% of cyber attacks targeted industrial control systems

DHS Industrial Control Systems Cyber Emergency Response Team
• For fiscal year 2014:

- 245 Cyber Security Incidents Reported To The Team
- Energy companies and critical infrastructure were the most frequent target of 

these attacks

Cyber Attacks

Computer Malware—Stuxnet and Progeny
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Source: Carrier Management
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• January 2013
- US Department of Homeland Security reveals that a cyber attack shut down a US power 

plant for 3 weeks
- Infected via USB stick
- DHS did not disclose whether the malware caused actual physical damage

• Second power plant infected – computers controlled turbines
• January 2015

- German steel plant
- System hacked prevented furnace from shutting down
- Caused “massive” damage to the facility

Cyber Attacks

Computer Malware—Stuxnet and Progeny

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 47

Source: Yahoonews.com – 1/17/13.
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• Skilled hackers only need 2–4 hours to gain administrative access to industrial 
control systems

• “… it’s almost always possible for an outside adversary to gain access to a SCADA 
system that controls an electrical utility, a railway or any other kind of critical 
infrastructure.”

• 18% of employees will give up their passwords when asked… We email 20 people, 
and get four sets of credentials. That’s all we need.

• Skilled hackers will almost always gain access to a critical-infrastructure company’s 
SCADA system, even if that system is air-gapped, or not connected to any other 
network.

Cyber Attacks

Computer Malware, Malicious Software and Hacking

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 48

BUT IT MUST BE DIFFICULT TO CREATE:
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• Use of computer controlled machinery and equipment is growing through many 
industry sectors

• Computer malware and malicious software can now interfere with systems or 
destroy machinery and possibly more

• According to computer expert who first 
decoded Stuxnet:
- “Anyone … can build something like it.”
- And it’s now downloadable from the internet

Cyber Attacks

Computer Malware—Stuxnet and Progeny

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 49
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• Network Connected Devices
- “Number of network connected devices have skyrocketed in the past two years.” *
- Automotive systems
- Industrial control systems
- Building security systems

Cyber Attacks

Other Cyber Vulnerabilities

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 50

* WSJ 9/9/11
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• Vehicles increasingly rely on computers 
- Cellular connections
- Bluetooth wireless
- Applications allowing users to control some functions from smart phones
- Remote disable systems

Cyber Attacks

Auto Vulnerabilities to Hacking

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 51
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• Vulnerability of cellular telematrics systems including:
- GM “OnStar”
- Toyota “Safety Connect”
- Lexus “Enform”
- Ford “Sync”
- BMW “Assist”
- Mercedes “Mbrace”

Cyber Attacks

Auto Vulnerabilities to Hackers

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 52
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• Researchers from University of California, San Diego and University of Washington
- Car was a typical moderately priced vehicle
- Researchers were able to bypass “rudimentary security”
- Able to remotely take over these functions in auto bought “off the lot”

Cyber Attacks

Auto Vulnerabilities to Hackers

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 53
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• Once hacked, vehicle ignored drivers attempts to regain control
• Researchers were able to:

- Disable the brakes
- Selectively break individual wheels
- Start/shut off the engine
- Unlock/lock vehicle
- Track the vehicle
- Listen in on cabin conversation
- Take control of the electronic smart steering
- Control acceleration
- Make the fuel tank gauge show full when it isn’t

Cyber Attacks

Auto Vulnerabilities to Hackers

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 54
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• Other wireless devices like web-based vehicle-immobilization systems that can 
remotely disable a car could be manipulated in these situations as well.

• The immobilization system is meant to be a theft deterrent but could be used 
maliciously to disable cars belonging to unsuspecting owners.

• In Texas 100 vehicles were disabled by using a remote disable system. The system 
had been installed by the car dealership, however, was maliciously manipulated by 
a disgruntled former employee who remotely disabled the cars. 

Cyber Attacks

Auto Vulnerabilities to Hackers

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 55

Source “Caution: Malware Ahead,” McAfee
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• But it must be difficult, right?
- Researchers: computer hackers “with just a moderate amount of expertise” can 

accomplish this
- In one instance they were able to “obtain complete control by placing a call to the 

vehicle’s cell phone number and play an audio signal that compromised the vehicle”
- Auto makers have known for a year that “cars were increasingly indistinguishable from 

internet-connected computers in terms of vulnerability to outside intrusion and control”

Cyber Attacks

Auto Vulnerabilities to Hackers

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 56
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• Implications 
- BI/PD claims arising from hackers with malicious intent
- Theft made easier

Cyber Attacks

Auto Vulnerabilities to Hackers

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 57
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• Researchers find a flaw in office printers
• Can force them to overheat and catch fire 
• Can spread Malware
• Can spy on users
• All-in-one printer-scanner hybrids could be made to post documents online

Cyber Attacks

Office Printers Vulnerable to Hackers

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 58
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• Insulin pumps
• Pacemakers
• Defibrillators

Cyber Attacks

Medical Devices Vulnerable to Hackers

Emerging Issues | Charlie Kingdollar 59
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• Vary in size, shape and capabilities

• FAA estimates 30,000 commercial drones in U.S. skies within five years

• Already tens of thousands of domestic drones nationwide
- One photo/video store in NYC is reportedly selling 200 per day
- Currently drones are not allowed to be flown in NYC
- NYPD: thousands of drones flying around NYC

• Cost varies

Drones
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• According to aerospace industry research firm Teal Group, 
drone sales to double over the next decade

• Market to reach $90 million within a decade

• The U.S. accounting for 55% purchases

Drones

The Market
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• As of 7/15, FAA has granted 750 companies permission to use drones 

- Now approving 250 requests per month

- Approved drone use by farmers

• Unapproved use by a as myriad of entities

Drones

Already Some Permitted Commercial Use
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Emerging Issue
More Than 1 Million Drones will be Sold in 2025. Just 
How Many More is in the Hands of Regulators?

Source: Lux Research, Inc.
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• Most users are not paying attention to restrictions

• Drones have been spotted flying at over 5,000 feet

• Often out of sight

Drones

Use
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• Potential for BI, PD, and PI

• Issues:

- Drones crash – even a small drone can be like a balling brick

- Government is getting one –sometimes 2 or 3 reports per day – of drones flying 
too close to planes and/or helicopters

- Violation of the right of privacy – many drones have mounted cameras

- Drones can be hacked 

- Drones can be used to hack

Drones

Liability
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Effective 6/15

• Exclusions bar:
- BI/PD/PI/AI

- BI/PD only

- PI/AI only

- Specific scheduled coverage

• No exclusions on Personal Lines policies

Drones

ISO – Drafted GL/CU Drone Exclusion Endorsements
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• Cyber Attacks
• Nanotechnology
• Concussions
• 3D Printing
• Self-Driving Vehicles and Assisted Driving Innovations
• Internet Communications–Personal Injury Claims
• Hydraulic Fracturing
• Drone Use
• Food-borne Illness
• BPA
• Food Flavorings and Coloring Litigation
• Internet of Things
• GMO’s
• The Share Economy
• Hazardous Imported Products
• E-Cigarettes
• Building Innovations 
• C8 / PFOA
• Endocrine Disrupters
• Counterfeit/Imported Medicines
• Legal Highs
• Epigenetics
• Judicial Reformation of Policy Defenses
• Climate Change
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